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1 Abstract

The combinatorial game, Princess and the Roses, featured in Winning Ways
For Your Mathematical Plays [1], is a game similar to nim that has not yet
been fully analyzed. This game has little known as to whether it is fair or
unfair, and remains enigmatic as to its potential winning strategy. We have
found the winning solutions to the one, two, and three bush games with roses
1-10, as well as determined the fairness of the game through game trees and an
adaptive learning program. Potential further work on this game includes finding
the perfect strategy for larger game bushes, as to a potential winning equation
or strategy for all game states.

2 Introduction

The combinatorial game, Princess and the Roses, is a two-player, zero-sum,
sequential, non-symmetric, and normal game that is comparable to the combi-
natorial game, nim . The game consists of a number of bushes, n with varying
amounts of roses in each bush, m1,m2, ...,mn. Each player takes turns removing
one or two roses from the bushes. However, a player may not take two roses
from the same bush (i.e. one can take one rose from one bush or two roses, from
two different bushes).

Questions about Princess and the Roses remain in combinatorial game the-
ory, where little is known to whether the game is always fair or unfair and the
winning strategies, if applicable. It also raises the potential question as to know
whether there is a winning strategy in general which will determine who and
how will win the outcome of any game state.

Princess and the Roses is featured in Winning Ways For Your Mathematical
Plays, where it claims that in game boards where there is ”only a small number
of bushes which contain a large number of roses, parity is paramount” [1].
However, if there are many bushes with a few roses in each then ”it is triality
that triumphs” where ”the p-positions ultimately are just those in which the
total number of roses is a multiple of three”. [1]

3 Problem

Princess and the Roses has very little background and little is known. It is known
that parity is important as well as triality. However, there is no distinguishing
number of either roses or bushes that determine when triality or parity become
significant. There is neither any known optimal strategy or significant proof as
to the fairness of the game.

Princess and the Roses, when played with a small amount of roses and bushes
as an initial game state, is a reasonably short game. The combinatorics for the
game give the equation n1, ∗n2, ∗n3, ∗..., ∗n(m−1), ∗nm where ni is the number
of roses and m is the number of bushes. So in a game board containing 1 bush
and 4 roses, there are only 4 possible moves. This makes the task of creating
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game trees for varying game states feasible, in order to analyze parity, optimal
strategies, and similarities between different initial game states. Also, the use
of an adaptive learning program will be used to contribute any additional data
and to further support any results or theories on the game. The focus will be
on roses varying from 1-10 and an increasing number of bushes as the initial
game state.

4 Game Trees

Game trees provided much insight on the Princess and the Roses. For a one
bush game, the simplest game board, with n roses, depends solely on parity; an
odd number of roses, n/2 mod 1, results in an n-position. An even number of
roses, n/2 mod 0, results in a p-position. Because it is purely based on parity,
and because this particular board is asymmetric, there is no strategy for this
board.

For a 2-bush game with ni roses, the number of game states exponentially
grows, however, still remains feasible by hand. Any initial game state with one
rose in any bush is an n-position. Game trees for 2 roses in one bush and n roses
another bush showed another pattern. If n/2 mod 1, then it was an n-position,
if mod 0 then it was a p-position. For a 3 bush game with n roses in the other
bush, the results were identical to the game with one rose in one bush and n
roses in the other bush. Also, for the four rose-n rose game, the results were
identical to the 2 rose-n rose game. The pattern alternated up to 10 rose-n
game.

Through these results, it was concluded that any 2-bush game with at least
one bush having an odd number of roses resulted in an n-position, while any
2-bush game with both bushes having an even number of roses resulted in a
p-position.

Also, through these results, an optimal strategy for the winning player was
theorized. In order to win, the initial player must keep both bushes even
throughout the game.

These results were further supported by creating an adaptive learning pro-
gram.

5 Adaptive Learning Program

We created an adaptive learning program for Princess and the Roses in which
the computer ultimately learns to be undefeated. We generated a matchbox
which contains a list of possible moves and a bead, all starting with the value
1. The process goes as follows: the computer is given a list of possible moves,
and at first, chooses randomly. If the computer loses the game, the last move is
punished by changing the bead from 1 to 0. If the computer comes in contact
with that game board again, it will view the move that contains the 0 bead as a
bad move and choose from a different move that contains a bead of 1. If a given
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game board contains moves that all have a 0 bead, the computer will choose
randomly because it will lose no matter what. Eventually the computer learns
to play optimally and win every single game. We used the adaptive learning
program to confirm our results for the two-bush game and indeed, we were
correct. The program showed that a game that consists of two even bushes will
result in a Player 2 win, whereas, as long as one of the bushes is odd, player 1
will have the winning strategy (which stated previously is to make both bushes
even on your turn). After running several variations of number of roses for the
three-bush game, the adaptive learning program helped us discover that a game
board that consists of either all odd bushes or all even bushes will result in a
Player 2 win. Player 1 will have the winning strategy as long as one of the
bushes is not the same parity as the others. The adaptive learning program was
extremely helpful with game boards that contained large amounts of bushes and
roses because it becomes more challenging to create game trees for larger game
boards. However, as the number of bushes and roses increased, the amount of
time it took for the program to run was significantly slower, which leads us to
our plans for our future work.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In the future we hope to enhance our adaptive learning program by making
changes that will help it run more efficiently. If we can get the program to
run quicker for larger game boards, we will be able to gather more results.
Ultimately, our goal is to derive a formula for the winning strategy of any size
game board. We will start by analyzing the four-bush game board in depth, and
then move on to the five-bush game board. We began to analyze the four-bush
game and saw a pattern at first, but a few results threw our conjecture off, so
we hope to find a new pattern. Overall, we learned that Princess and the Roses
is an unfair game in which one of the players has an advantage for a given game
board. We discovered that the winner of a one-bush game is determined by
who goes first and we came up with the winning strategy for a two-bush and
three-bush game.
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